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are you fat enough?

{

Lots of workouts and being lean often go hand
in hand, so it’s difficult to know whether it’s
exercise or the lack of body fat that causes
fertility problems. But when it comes to baby
making, experts and scientists agree that fat is
vital for fertility. We need fat to produce
oestrogen and we need oestrogen to ovulate.
Rose Frisch, author of Female Fertility and
the Body Fat Connection (£14, University of
Chicago Press) found that a 160cm tall woman
needed to weigh a minimum of 46kg to have
regular periods. Women who dropped below
this by just a few pounds would stop
menstruating, but once they popped back over
the minimum weight, they would start again. It
goes to show that even a few pounds of fat
could make a difference.
Far from just being inconvenient lumps of
lard sticking to our thighs, Frisch says fat is a
working tissue, having a direct connection to
our hypothalamus, which controls hormone
balance, including oestrogen production.
“Oestrogen needs to reach a certain peak
before we ovulate,” says Zita, who
recommends a BMI of at least 21 for babymaking. Although, it’s important to remember
that if you’re a keen exerciser carrying lots of
heavy muscle, BMI might not be the best
indicator of your fat mass.
The key sign that you aren’t
producing enough oestrogen or that
you have stopped ovulating is your
period. If yours have stopped,
changed, or got scant, go and
get yourself checked out. It
could be related to many
other things, but don’t just
ignore it.
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REPRODUCTION & available calories
A study from Ohio University, USA, found the key to reproductive and skeletal
health is maintaining around 45 available calories per kilo of your fat-free weight
per day when you’re training.

To work out your daily available calories do the following sum:
Total Calories Eaten - Total Calories Expended Through Exercise ÷ Fat Free Weight

You can find out your fat-free mass with body composition scales and use a heart-rate
monitor to calculate your daily calorie expenditure.

now what?

If you’re training for a triathlon, don't panic.
Even if you are doing too much at the moment,
scientists agree that exercise or lean induced
infertility is reversible. Yet, you can’t ask your
body to be both a reproductive goddess and
an elite level athlete at the same time.
Don’t say no to exercise because it’s
a brilliant stress buster (another enemy of
fertility) but eat and sleep to support your
workout habit.

According to Joslyn Thompson, trainer
and director at One Personal Training
(onepersonaltraining.com), women who are
performing more than four hours of intense
cardiovascular activity each week are unlikely
to be getting enough recovery and nutrients to
support both these levels of activity and a
healthy reproductive system.
Another vital aspect of fertility is getting
enough rest. Joslyn suggests balancing out
your training with at least 48 hours rest
between cardio sessions. She also suggests
switching two of your training sessions to
circuit based resistance training.
If you do exercise a lot, don’t forget to eat
more to compensate for those training
calories. Joslyn recommends a diet rich in
protein, healthy oils and colourful fruits and
vegetables. “Supplement your diet with a
multi-vitamin and omega oil complex while
trying for a baby,” adds Zita.
It’s all about finding a balance. If you look
forward to intense, regular workouts as a way
of de-stressing, Zita advises finding alternative
ways to unwind. “People often confuse
exercise with relaxation,” she says. She
suggests trying meditation or yoga to calm
your body down.
Of course, if we come right down to the
nuts and bolts of actually making a baby (you
know, the fun bit), over-training with
insufficient rest and sore muscles isn’t going
to leave you feeling that excited, even if you
have the time to do it after fitting in your
Supergirl routine around your day job!
If you are ready for baby making then
your body is going to need calories and
rest as its building blocks. Start building
the reserves now, fuel up the engine and
get thee to bed!
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